Installation
Manual
B-Series Advanced Wastewater Treatment Units

Revolutionary Waste Treatment
Advanced Wastewater Treatment Units (ATU's) that deliver
unsurpassed performance at an unbeatable price.
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Siting and Installation
Manual
This manual is designed to provide you with
all of the information you need to help site
and install your ATU.
Please pass this document to your
installation contractor, builder or architect if
you are not installing the system yourself.
Please ensure that you have a suitably
qualified contractor available to excavate the
installation site to accept the unit; suitable
lifting equipment to lower the unit into the
excavation and suitable equipment to
backfill the site and level the surface.
Each plant will be delivered with two data
plates. One will be attached to the top
surface of the inner chamber of the ATU
and the second must be located next to the
Air Compressor.
These plates contain the name of the
Bluewater supplier and the unit’s serial
number, which should be quoted in any
future inquiries.
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Welcome
Congratulations and
thank you for purchasing
a Bluewater Advanced
Treatment Unit (ATU).

Siting
Your Bluewater ATU must be
sited at least 1.5m from your
house. The gradient of the inlet
pipe from the house to the ATU
must be at least 1:50.

As most road tankers used for
emptying sewage systems have a
suction hose with a maximum length
of 150 feet, you should ensure that
the plant is sited within this distance
from a tanker’s nearest access
point. Remember these are heavy
trucks. Also remember that if the
tanker’s hose access point is higher
than the plant they may encounter
problems with suction – we
recommend that the maximum
height differential should not exceed
15 ft.
If you are dispersing the treated
effluent via a drain-field, you must
have enough space and gradient
to build this. The minimum space
required, subject to local
regulations, is 10 ft x 12ft. The
minimum gradient is a drop of 1:50.

If you don’t have enough space
down gradient you may be able to
pump the effluent to another part of
your land where there is enough
space or gradient. You must also
position the unit’s outlet above the
highest flood level; otherwise you
may flood your ATU.
You must comply with any local
regulations that may conflict with,
override, or supersede the contents
of this manual.
All sections of this manual must
be read before working on the
equipment. Suitably qualified
contractors should carry out
the installation. Normal safety
precautions must be taken and
appropriate procedures observed to
avoid accidents. Your Bluewater
ATU installation must be overseen
by a certified Bluewater installer,
otherwise the warranty is null and
void.

Your ATU MUST NOT be installed under a driveway, as these
units are NOT designed to support the weight of heavy traffic.
Subjecting the Unit to this sort of compression may cause
collapse. Siting a Bluewater ATU under any driveway will void all
warranties.
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Installation
Process Overview

Storage Prior to Installation

Air is blown into the ATU by an electrically powered
compressor. The air is circulated from the bottom of the air
inlet pipe through two or more diffusers located at the bottom
of the inner chamber.

The unit should be stored in a condensation-free environment. If stored outside, care
should be taken to anchor the plant to prevent damage by high winds. The air
blower should also be stored in dry, condensation-free surroundings.

The air rising through the liquid inside this chamber increases
the oxygen supply to the micro-organisms that are naturally
present in the system. This accelerates the growth and activity
of these naturally occurring microorganisms or “biomass”,
which break down and degrade the solids to a clear effluent
and a non-toxic sludge.
The greater the biomass inside the ATU, the quicker and more
efficient the degradation of the organic solids introduced to the
system. To improve the efficiency of the unit, the inner
chamber contains plastic media. This media provides a large
surface area to which the microorganisms adhere and grow.
The diffused air also operates as an ‘Air Lift’ which recirculates solids from the outer Settlement chamber to the
inner treatment chamber. This recirculation ensures that the
effluent is completely treated by making both chambers
aerobic. The process runs continuously, 24 hours a day.
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Site Installation Requirements
In order to prepare for installation it is necessary to have:
•

One external household electrical outlet with a 110v supply, to power
the compressor and the alarm.

•

A pre-dug trench to accommodate appropriate ducting to receive the
wiring required to join the compressor to the external electricity supply.

•

A trenched drainage pipe leading from the house to connect to the
influent pipe of the ATU, with a down gradient of at least 1:50.

•

A trench constructed to permit the connection of the effluent pipe to the
drain-field, built in accordance with local regulations, with a
recommended down gradient of 1:50.

Dry Ground Installation
Excavate a hole to a depth of 8” below the base
level of the ATU., ensure the base of the hole is
level. Then pour an 8” base layer either of sand
or stone dust (crushed stone) or a level concrete
pad.
The ATU is then lowered into the excavation
using appropriate lifting equipment, with attached
suitable straps, ropes or chains to the lifting eyes
built into the ATU. (See illustrations).
The ATU is then carefully placed onto this
base, checking levels and the orientation of
the inlet and outlet pipes. The inlet and outlet
pipes are then connected.

Wet Ground Installation
If a wet ground installation is required the unit will be
delivered with Wet Ground Anchors attached to the underside
of the base.
After excavating the hole to a depth 8” lower than the base
level of the ATU and ensuring that the bottom of the hole
is level, pour 8” of concrete into the bottom of the hole.
The ATU is lowered into the excavation using appropriate
lifting equipment, by attaching suitable ropes or chains to the
lifting eyes built into the ATU. Carefully work the unit into this
wet concrete base, making sure that the concrete covers the
wet ground anchors to hold the unit into place and to prevent
it floating should the water table rise significantly.
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Check the orientation of inlet and outlet pipes prior to
connection. Check levels and depths and that the top of the
ATU is level.

Hook-Up
A sampling 'T' assembly will be supplied if
purchased by the owner or if mandated by local
regulation. The T assembly must be installed
downstream of the effluent pipe, between the exit
of the pipe from the ATU and the commencement
of the piping for the drain-field. We recommend
this chamber be installed at a distance between 3’
and 6’ downstream of the ATU.

Backfilling
Once the unit is being filled with water it is
necessary to backfill the excavation. Although any
combination of sand, pea gravel, or crushed stone
can be used we strongly recommend backfilling
with screened sand, if available, to the required
level. DO NOT use a compactor or vibrator. The
certified Bluewater installer should also be
responsible for these last steps to avoid ATU or
pipe damage, and to avoid nullifying the warranty.
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Air Blower
The compressor is weatherproof but should be
protected from direct sunlight and flooding. The
blower may be installed in an outbuilding
provided there is adequate ventilation and it
is within a suitable distance (30') of the plant.
Avoid unusually damp, dusty or condensationprone locations.
The compressor should be mounted on a
concrete pad, at least 4” thick to prevent
vibration and noise, at an elevation higher than
the ATU. This will provide a continuous gradient
between the compressor and the ATU ensuring,
especially in sub zero temperatures, that any
condensation that may form does not freeze and
block the airline. The airline should be ducted to
the plant for ease of maintenance. If
underground, the electrical supply must be
armored. At this point the ground can be graded/
seeded and the installation is complete.

Plastic Media
The plastic media will have been delivered
inside the Inner (Treatment) Chamber of the Unit
when the ATU arrived on site.
Occasionally, due to transportation logistics,
it may be necessary to pack the plastic media
separately, so please check whether the media
is already in the Inner Chamber or delivered in a
separate sack. If delivered separately, empty the
sack of media into the Inner Chamber.
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Failure Alarm
Your unit is supplied with a low pressure
alarm for the air supply system.
During operation, when there is low
pressure in the air supply due to the air
pump losing performance or stopping, the
alarm will sound automatically. The alarm
runs on a 6v DC power supply (included).
We recommend siting the alarm close to the
air blower and within hearing and sight of the
residence.

Start-Up and Operation
The start-up process may begin once the tank has filled
at least 1/3 with water, the anchoring and backfilling
process is completed, the media has been poured into
the inner chamber and the compressor connected.
Ensure all valves directly inside the lid are open and start
the compressor. There should be a vigorous circulation
of air in the central chamber. Check that air is coming
out of all diffusers and that they are bubbling at similar
rates.
Your ATU is ready for immediate use, and we are certain
you will enjoy the benefits of using your Bluewater ATU
for decades to come.

Repair or Replacement Parts
For any and all replacement parts, please contact us at
1-877-702-4634.
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Bluewater ATU Design, Construction and
Material Specifications
This information provided upon request for
approval authorities and engineering purposes.

Wiring Schematic for the Compressor
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Alarm

Small black air line with spigot
Bluewater ATU

Compressor in
basement or outside
Air line inside 2.5 or 3”
ID PVC to air inlet w/
high scum alarm 12v
line (if needed)

Drill 1/8” hole in air line and push spigot in. Other end
plugs into the bottom of the alarm box

Alarm Box mounted on side
of the house or post







Attached brass spigot to compressor
Drill 2 x 3/8” holes in the bottom of alarm box ( or only one if float not needed)
Feed power (3 wire male plug) and float wires through each hole respectively
Wire alarm as per drawing -----------------------------------------

Positive (+) float
Negative (-) float

Positive (+) white

Negative (-) black

Air pressure
line plug in

Ground (green)
white

Bluewater Advanced Treatment Units
1-877-702 4634
www.bluewateratuglobal.com

